
A SMALL ESSAY ON FRIENDSHIP

Long and Short Essay on Friendship in English. Such Friendship essay can help you a lot. These Friendship essay are
written in easy English language and will.

A good friend is always loyal to you and never lets you down. My best friend would be my boyfriend. Not in
the way of moving away or passing away, just fading away and not being the same friends as in the past. What
does being there for them mean? A true friendship sweeters our life, heightens our joy and lightens our
sorrows and as such it is an unmixed blessing. Friendship is forever, no matter what. Friendship is a sacred
trust without the legal stamp. It is one such pure relationship that helps us in developing a sense of friendship
independence and feel being protected from the anguishes and storms of life. It is being mad at each other.
You should be patient and have a sense of tolerance to maintain a good friendship. As such we should be very
careful and cautious in the choice of our friends. I could merely tell Hannah everything and could always
count on her. There are points where you don't want to ask but you need to know. God could not be present
everywhere and probably that was the reason that he made us potent enough to make a relationship like
friendship. It requires honesty and mutual understanding md has to be nurtured with devotion and patience.
Friendship is being able to cry together. Laughter is usually a big part of most friendships and if you are
especially close then it is usually the case that you are able to make each other laugh and will know just how
to cheer one another up. Essay on Friendship day 3 Friends are the people in our lives who understand you
profoundly and be with you forever as long as you live. Think of it like a clock hand going around on the
clock. It's very true that, the abode of love is the heart where it grows and thrives. Image Source:
happyhampers. Being trustworthy is a very important factor in any friendship. True friendship cannot flourish!
Friendship brings bundles of joy. Image Source: thesynthesist. College going students also prepare motivating
friendship day essays Essay on Friendship day in words Having a true friend is one of the most precious gifts
one can ever have in their life. I should just give up on certain people. Lasting friendship is a blessing for
everybody. Then about the end of sophomore year of high school, I started to see a shift in our relationship.
We have to distinguish between fair-weather friends and true friends. Friendship brings the balm to the
worried. It can be difficult to talk to your parents or your college advisors, but if you have a close friend who
you can really open up to then it gives you the ideal outlet to talk about the things that have been weighing on
your mind. Sharing your insecurities with your friends gives a mental peace to one's life and also a sense of
keeping protected. One can express their feeling with International friendship day essays, speeches, wishes,
messages and various other means Essay on Friendship day in words It is only this bond of friendship that
gives us a person in life that will never become greedy for anything. You can also depend upon your friend for
keeping your trust. And in that way it's indeed important to maintain true friendship in any relationship
International Friendship day is therefore celebrated around the world in order to create awareness and
encourage them to instil the sense of friendship in every relationship. There is no checklist or criteria to find a
good friend.


